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Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have shown that approximately 60 genetic variants influence the
risk of developing multiple sclerosis (MS). Our aim was to identify the cell types in which these variants are
active. We used available data on MS-associated single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and deoxyribonuclease I hypersensitive sites (DHSs) from 112 different cell types. Genomic intervals were tested for overlap using the
Genomic Hyperbrowser. The expression profile of the genes located nearby MS-associated SNPs was assessed
using the software GRAIL (Gene Relationships Across Implicated Loci). Genomic regions associated with MS
were significantly enriched for a number of immune DHSs and in particular T helper (Th) 1, Th17, CD81 cytotoxic
T cells, CD191 B cells and CD561 natural killer (NK) cells (enrichment 5 2.34, 2.19, 2.27, 2.05 and 1.95, respectively; P < 0.0001 for all of them). Similar results were obtained when genomic regions with suggestive association
with MS and additional immune-mediated traits were investigated. Several new candidate MS-associated
genes located within regions of suggestive association were identified by GRAIL (CARD11, FCRL2, CHST12,
SYK, TCF7, SOCS1, NFKBIZ and NPAS1). Genetic data indicate that Th1, Th17, cytotoxic T, B and NK cells play
a prominent role in the etiology of MS. Regions with confirmed and suggestive association have a similar immunological profile, indicating that many SNPs truly influencing the risk of MS actually fail to reach genome-wide
significance. Finally, similar cell types are involved in the etiology of other immune-mediated diseases.

INTRODUCTION
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a highly debilitating disorder of the
central nervous system characterized by immune-mediated
demyelination and progressive neurological dysfunction (1).
Both genetic and environmental factors have been shown to influence the risk of MS and a number of immune modulating treatments are either available to MS patients or currently being
tested (2 – 5). Despite these recent advances in MS research,
the exact mechanisms driving myelin and neuronal loss are

largely unknown. As a consequence, most MS treatments are unspecific and target a large number of cell types rather than being
tailored therapies. Understanding the agents driving MS onset
and their cell type specificity is therefore necessary to improve
our strategies of disease prevention and treatment.
It is plausible that genetic variants associated with a certain
disease would act through influencing the cell type(s) triggering
its onset. Deoxyribonuclease I (DNase I) hypersensitive sites
(DHSs) represent precise and reliable indicators of open and
active chromatin across the genome. Recent studies have shown
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that these marks are highly cell specific and can be used to identify
pathogenic cell types in complex traits (6). The Encyclopedia of
DNA Elements (ENCODE) Project has investigated the overlap
between MS-associated genetic variants and DHSs across a
number of cell types (6). In particular, ENCODE researchers
used data from a recently published meta-analysis of genome-wide
association studies (GWASs) in MS (7) and compared the proportion of SNPs meeting increasingly significant association P-values
thresholds that were located inside DHSs of each cell type to the
proportion of all SNPs inside DHSs of the same cell type (6).
However, this strategy is biased by the considerable variability of linkage disequilibrium (LD) across the genome. Indeed,
associated SNPs may be in strong LD with either a very large
number (even hundreds) or a small number (only a few) SNPs.
The inevitable consequence of this disparity is that some associated SNPs will count more than others in the overall estimate.
This represents a serious issue in the case of MS where the main
association is located in the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC), in which LD is much stronger than in the rest of the
genome. Indeed, ENCODE concluded that MS-associated variants were particularly active in CD3+ cord blood T cells, but
this association was driven by SNPs with P-values ,10210
(6). Notably, in MS only a large number of SNPs that are
located within the MHC region reach such small association
P-values (,10210) (7).
Although most genetic susceptibility to MS resides within the
MHC, more than 50 genetic loci located outside this region have
now been associated with MS risk and many others show suggestive association (7, 8). We therefore aimed to provide a
more realistic estimate of the overlap between MS-associated
variants and DHSs by assigning an equal weight to each independent association. Finally, we investigated additional diseases
and assessed to what extent different immune-mediated traits
share common pathogenic cell types.
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RESULTS
We collected data on MS-associated SNPs from the ‘Catalog of
Published Genome-Wide Association Studies’ (http://www.
genome.gov/gwastudies/). We estimated the tendency of these
associations to be located within regions of cell-specific open
chromatin using a set of 147 DHSs tracks from 112 different
cell types produced by the ENCODE project (Supplementary
Material, Table S1) (see Methods) (6). The overlap between
MS-associated regions and DHSs was higher than that expected
only for a number of immune cell types. The highest enrichment
values were observed for various T-cell types and in particular
Th1, Th17 and CD8+ cytotoxic T cells (enrichment ¼ 2.34,
2.19 and 2.27, respectively; P , 0.0001 for all of them). DHSs
in CD19+ B cells and CD56+ natural killer (NK) also showed
a striking tendency of overlap with MS-associated regions
(enrichment ¼ 2.05 and 1.95, respectively; P , 0.0001) (Fig. 1
and Supplementary Material, Table S2). The overlap between
immune DHSs and MS-associated regions remained similarly
significant when correcting for the distance of MS-associated
SNPs from coding regions (P , 0.001 for all cell types), and
there was a very strong correlation between the original and
the distance-corrected P-values (Pearson’s r ¼ 0.967,
P , 2.2e216) (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1).
We then calculated enrichment considering SNPs with confirmed and suggestive evidence of association as defined in
methods. There was a clear overrepresentation of immune
DHSs in both groups, and there was a considerable correlation
between confirmed and suggestive enrichment values (Pearson’s
rho ¼ 0.86; P , 2.2e216) (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Material,
Table S3). We further confirmed the immunological nature of
suggestive associations by using the software GRAIL (Gene
Relationships Across Implicated Loci) (9). This tool is able to
examine relationships between genes in disease-associated

Figure 1. Enrichment and significance of overlap between MS-associated genomic regions and cell-specific DHSs. Only the top 40 cell types are shown in the figure.
For cell types with more than one replicate available, the number after the underscore indicates the number of replicates (e.g. Th1_2 ¼ Th1 second replicate).
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Figure 2. Correlation between enrichment of regions with confirmed versus suggestive association with MS. Each dot represents a different cell type.

loci based on the Novartis Gene Expression Atlas (see Methods)
(9, 10). We observed that both confirmed and suggestive MS candidate genes were expressed in the several immune cell types that
were also suggested by the DHSs analysis (CD4+ and CD8+ T,
B and NK cells (Supplementary Material, Table S4)). We found
a large number of connections between genes with confirmed
and suggestive association with MS and eight genes located
within suggestive regions were connected within the network
more than expected by chance only (CARD11, FCRL2,
CHST12, SYK, TCF7, SOCS1, NFKBIZ and NPAS1) (Fig. 3
and Supplementary Material, Table S4).
Finally, we investigated the DHSs profile of 11 additional
complex traits. Among immune-mediated diseases, the top
enriched cell types were CD8+ T cells in psoriasis, Th17 in
type 1 diabetes and rheumatoid arthritis, Th1 in celiac disease
and Crohn’s disease, cord blood CD3+ T and CD19+ B cells
in systemic sclerosis, B cells in systemic lupus erythematosus,
CD14+ monocytes and colorectal carcinoma cells in ulcerative
colitis. Among non-immune-mediated diseases, the top cell
types were hepatocellular carcinoma cells and fetal intestine in
colorectal cancer, CD14+ monocytes in leprosy and fetal
brain in schizophrenia (Table 1 and Supplementary Material,
Table S2).

DISCUSSION
We observed that genomic regions with confirmed association
with MS overlap with immune-specific DHSs more than
expected by chance only. Notably, we did not find any evidence
for MS-associated genetic variants being particularly enriched
for neuronal active chromatin. These findings add further
support to the hypothesis that the pathogenesis of MS is primarily immune-mediated (8, 11). By assigning an equal weight to
each MS association (rather than inflating the final estimate

with MHC variants), we were able to show that DHSs from a
variety of T cell subtypes (CD8+, Th1, Th17), CD19+/
CD20+ B and CD56+ NK cells have a strong tendency to
overlap with MS-associated regions. This is substantially different from the previous observation that pointed at cord blood
CD3+ T cells as the major determinant of MS pathogenesis
and considerably underestimated the role played by additional
cell types (in particular Th1, Th17 and CD8+T) (6).
Interestingly, the same overrepresentation of DHSs from
immune cells was found when using SNP with both suggestive
and confirmed association with MS. This observation was
further confirmed by the fact that genes located near confirmed
and suggestive genetic associations are particularly expressed
in the same cell types highlighted by the DHSs analysis. Taken
together these findings strongly suggest that many genetic variants that influence the risk of MS actually fail to reach genomewide significance and additional common variants associated
with MS remain to be uncovered.
That an important role in MS is played by T cells is perhaps unremarkable, although we here show the importance of both CD4+
helper T and CD8+ T subsets. MS-associated genomic regions
are enriched for genes involved in T-cell proliferation and activation (8). Furthermore, the main MS genetic risk factor resides in
the MHC class II region, which plays a central role in the development of CD4+ T-cell central tolerance (12, 13). The importance
of CD8+ T cells is increasingly being recognized, especially
given the fact that clonally expanded CD8+ T cells typically outnumber CD4+ T cells in active MS lesions and that HLA class I
genes (necessary for CD8+ T central tolerance development) also
influence MS risk (8, 14–16). Accumulating evidence also supports a role for NK cells and their receptors in regulating tissue
damage and autoimmune responses in both EAE mice and
human MS patients (17, 18).
The role of B cells in the pathogenesis of MS has been more
debated. We have recently shown that MS-associated regions
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Figure 3. Gene– gene connections found by GRAIL based on the Novartis Gene Expression Atlas. Those genes that participate in the network are indicated in bold,
while red stars indicate genes located within the regions of suggestive association that are connected within the network more than expected by chance.

Table 1. Top enriched cell types and tissues in the remaining 11 conditions
tested (GM12878 ¼ B lymphoblastoid cell line; HEPG2 ¼ hepatocellular carcinoma cells)
Disease

Top cell type/tissue

Enrichment

P-value

Rheumatoid arthritis
Type 1 diabetes
Celiac disease
Crohn’s disease
Ulcerative colitis
Systemic lupus
erythematosus
Psoriasis
Systemic sclerosis
Leprosy
Colorectal cancer
Schizophrenia

Th17
Th17
Th1
Th1
CD14+ monocytes
GM12878

3.26
2.68
2.77
2.44
2.15
2.58

,0.001
,0.001
,0.001
,0.001
,0.001
,0.001

CD8+ T
CD3+ cord blood T
CD14+ monocytes
HEPG2
Fetal brain

2.87
3.52
2.72
1.84
1.49

,0.001
,0.001
0.0015
0.021
0.042

overlap with active enhancer and promoter elements of immortalized B-cell lines more than expected by chance and more than in
non-immune cell types (19). We are now able to confirm that our
previous findings were not biased by the immortalization process
and that MS-associated variants considerably overlap with
genomic regions that are active in B cells. These findings are in

agreement with a variety of observations, suggesting that B cells
play a fundamental role in MS (20). The presence of oligoclonal
IgG bands within the CSF is the most consistent immunological
finding in MS patients and indicates abnormal B-cell activation
in the CNS (21). Furthermore, B-cell abnormalities influence
both conversion from clinically isolated syndrome to clinically
definite MS, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) activity, onset
of relapses and disease progression (22–26). Notably, monoclonal antibodies targeting the B-cell population (rituximab and ocrelizumab) cause a substantial decrease in MRI activity and onset of
relapses (4, 27).
We performed similar overlap analyses between cell-specific
DHSs and genomic regions associated with 11 additional
complex conditions. The method used was sensitive enough to
discriminate between diseases driven by different components
of the immune system. For example, genomic regions associated
with systemic lupus erythematosus and psoriasis were particularly
active in B and CD8+ T cells, respectively, while rheumatoid
arthritis, Crohn’s disease and celiac disease showed a marked T
helper profile. The observation of a high enrichment of CD14+
and colorectal DHSs in ulcerative colitis associated regions
adds further evidence for host–microbe interactions at the
colonic level in shaping the risk of this condition (28). Genetic
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variants active in CD14+ monocytes also influence the risk of
leprosy, and this is expected given the role of the innate immune
response against this infectious condition (29). Finally, we
found that schizophrenia-associated variants tend to be active in
the developing brain further confirming the neurodevelopmental
origin of this disease (30).
DHSs data are strongly correlated between similar cell types
such as different T-cell subsets. It is therefore not surprising
that related cell types show similarly high enrichment scores
for the same disease. For example, Th1, Th17 and Th2 DHSs
are all highly enriched for type 1 diabetes and Crohn’s disease
associations. Therefore, to correctly interpret our results, one
should examine the full list of enrichment and significance
values across all cell types and treat small differences in enrichment with caution. To conclude, we show how the integration of
GWAS and functional genomics information can help our understanding of complex diseases with relevant clinical implications.
Genomic regions with confirmed and suggestive association with
MS are active in immunological cell types and in particular Th1,
Th17, T cytotoxic, B and NK cells. The same strategy applied to
other complex traits highlights differences in the pathogenesis of
diseases driven by different components of the immune system as
well as of non-immune-mediated conditions. Future functional
studies should aim to identify how MS-associated variants can
modify the chromatin landscape and gene expression. Since
these effects are likely to be cell specific, our data should be
considered when planning these experiments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Defining associated regions
We collected disease-associated SNPs reported in the ‘Catalog of
Published Genome-Wide Association Studies’ (http://www.
genome.gov/gwastudies/) (31). Only associations reported
from the GWAS with the largest sample size and replication
cohort were included in our analysis (Supplementary Material,
Table S5). We further analyzed MS data by manually extracting
associated SNPs from the two largest and most recent GWAS
performed to date (7, 8). In Sawcer et al.’s study, confirmed
associated SNPs were defined as those that either were a replication of previous GWAS findings or had a discovery stage
P , 1 × 1024.5, a replication P , 0.05 and a P-combined
,5 × 1027. SNPs suggestive of association were those having a
discovery stage P , 1 × 1024.5 and in which the same allele
was overrepresented in cases compared with controls in both discovery and replication stages (8). In Patsopoulos et al.’s study, confirmed associated SNPs were defined as either those with P-values
,5 × 1028 or previously identified associated SNPs that replicated. Suggestive SNPs were those with P-values ranging
between 5 × 1028 and 5 × 1026 (7). Associated regions were
defined as the genomic intervals of 100 kb centered on the associated SNP. The extent of overlap between regions associated
with different diseases is shown in Supplementary Material,
Table S6.
Estimating GWAS-DHSs overlap
All enrichment analyses were performed using the Genomic
Hyperbrowser (http://hyperbrowser.uio.no/hb/) (32). In order

to assess whether cell-specific DHSs fell more in the proximity
of SNPs associated to a given disease than the general tendency
of DHSs across all cell types to fall in the same proximity, we
applied a three-track approach. A general DHSs track was
created by aggregating all DHS sites across all cell types/
tissues. Enrichment for a particular cell type was calculated as
the ratio of cell-specific DHSs coverage to aggregated DHSs
coverage in the proximity of disease-associated SNPs, divided
by the corresponding ratio for the full genome. This is equivalent
to testing whether cell-specific DHSs overlap with disease associated regions more than the general tendency of DHSs across all
cell types to do this. The aggregated DHSs track contains overlapping regions (sites from different cell types that have overlapping genome coordinates), and in such cases the coverage for a
given base pair were calculated as the count of regions covering
the base pair. Instead of counting uniformly within such regions
around SNPs, we used a kernel-based approach to assess chromatin accessibility in the proximity of SNPs. Conceptually, we
slid a kernel along the DHSs track, computing a density estimate
for each bp. We used a symmetric kernel where a position was
assigned a weight inversely proportional to the distance of the
position from the center of the kernel. This means that the cumulative weight up to a given distance (the integral) is inversely proportional to the logarithm of the distance. In order to avoid a too
strong weighting on the immediate proximity of the kernel
center, we used a slightly modified kernel where, for positions
closer than 2 kbp from the kernel center, we still used a distance
value of 2000 in the weight computations. We truncated the
kernel at a maximum distance of 50 kb from the kernel center,
since only a small proportion of SNPs in strong LD with
GWAS SNPs (r 2 ¼ 1) are located beyond this distance. This
gave a kernel as shown in Supplementary Material, Figure S2.
We then extracted the kernel density estimate at the SNP positions for both the cell type specific and the general (cross-cell
type) DHSs track and normalized against the corresponding
global averages for the same tracks. Since the density estimates
are used only at the SNP positions, we only need to compute
the kernel estimates with kernels centered on the SNPs. Total
coverage in the proximity of disease-associated SNPs (as referred
to above) was then defined as the sum of the kernel weighted
DHSs densities for all SNPs. Since we are only interested in a
ratio (cell-type specific to aggregate coverage), we no need to
be concerned about the scale of the coverage values (as long as
cell-type specific and aggregate coverage use the same scale).
When computing DHSs coverage for the full genome, we do a
plain count of bp coverage for the cell-type specific and aggregate
DHSs tracks. Statistical hypothesis testing was performed using a
permutation-based approach to compute P-values. We defined a
null model for which the location of individual disease-associated
SNPs were uniformly randomized within the chromosome arms
they were located in, whereas DHSs were kept fixed. The kernelbased enrichment, as described above, was used as a test statistic
in the hypothesis testing. This test statistic was calculated for the
real data, as well as for several Monte Carlo samples from the null
model. The P-value was calculated in the usual way, i.e. as the
proportion of Monte Carlo samples being equal to or more
extreme than the observed test statistic. The number of Monte
Carlo samples needed to achieve sufficiently accurate P-values
was automatically determined, individually for each cell type,
based on the MCFDR sampling scheme (33).
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Disease-associated regions are known to be preferentially
located in the proximity of coding regions. To confirm that the
significant disease–cell type relations are not a result of confounding effects from coding region proximity, we repeated the
hypothesis testing of relations between MS-associated regions
and cell types using a confounder handling approach where the
proximity to coding regions is preserved in the null model. We
denote a track of disease regions in the analysis as T, and a reference track of exon regions as R. Both tracks are of type segment
(intervals of genome coordinates). We assume that segments in T
have a certain distance relation to segments in R. We simulate
new tracks for T from a null model denoted T1 where we condition on the empirical distances from each segment in T to its
closest segment R. This means that the same number of segments
in T and T1 has its midpoint inside a segment in R and the empirical distances between midpoints in segments in T to the nearest
point in a segment in R is reproduced in T1. For midpoints that are
inside segments in R, we sample new reference segments from R
uniformly and then simulate a point inside the segment uniformly. When sampling new regions in the null model, some of these
might end up overlapping each other. If this happens, we
resample the whole track of segments to ensure that there is no
intra-track overlap in the null model.
GRAIL analysis
The expression profile of the genes located within confirmed and
suggestive MS-associated loci was analyzed using GRAIL
and the methods have been previously described (http://www.
broadinstitute.org/mpg/grail/) (9). In brief, for each input SNP
(confirmed + suggestive) the software finds the furthest neighboring SNPs in the 3′ and 5′ direction in LD (r 2 . 0.5), and then proceeds in each direction to the nearest recombination hotspot. The
expression of the genes located within these intervals is then tested
in the Novartis Gene Expression Atlas, a database containing expression measurements for more than 30 000 probes across multiple tissues and cell types (10). The relatedness of each of these
genes to every other human gene is assessed based on the correlation between expression vectors. Then, GRAIL estimates for
each gene the presence of independent associated regions with
at least one highly related gene. Finally, for each associated
region the candidate gene is defined as the most connected
within the network, and key cell types are identified as those that
most strongly link the significant genes in each region (9).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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